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Abstract— Time–cost optimization (TCO) may be defined
as a process to identify suitable construction activities to get
the minimum duration of process and minimum additional
cost which is needed. CPM crashing project is one of method to
sole the time–cost optimization. But CPM crashing project
need some data to speeding up the process business whereas in
reality there are a lot of data which is represent using single
timestamp event log which does not provide. There for this
paper represents a method to get data which is use to crashing
project. The data is got from averaging time execution of each
activity in case in event log. Then to crashing the project this
paper use linear programming to get minimum duration and
minimum additional cost.

II.

A. Business Process Model
The business process is a set of activities which is
created to produce a specific output for specific purposes [7,
8]. Business process model has information where and when
the activity is executed, input output of activity, initial
condition before activity is executed, and final condition
after activity is executed. The characteristics of the business
process itself is as follows:
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cost effective in process business is important issue to
optimizing [1]. “Project time management” and “project
cost management” are two core important domains in cost
effective. Time-cost optimization problem is a problem which
is represents crossover of the two core domains [2, 3, 4].
Critical path method (CPM) was developed in the late
1950s, the TCO has received attention from researchers and has
generated a considerable number of publications covering the
areas of optimization methods and optimization models. CPM
crashing project is one of the method to solve Time-cost
tradeoff problem. Time-cost optimization problem itself has
two mainly aspect: first is the activity duration which need to
be decreased and amount of activity duration which need to be
decreased [5, 6].
Various different optimization models have been proposed
to solve the TCO using CPM. The model of CPM is
represented using either approximate heuristic methods or exact
mathematical programming methods. This paper use linear
programming to make model of CPM crashing project. There
are a lot of model of data which is represent process business.
Single timestamp event log is one of the data which often exist
in real world. Single time stamp event log has the data of
activity which is exist in business process, execution time of
activity in event log in each case, and the cost data of each
activity in each case in event log, but single timestamp event

1.

Have a specific purpose

2.

Have a specific input.

3.

Have a specific output.

4.

Utilize resource.

5.

Have an activity that can be executed in a certain
order.

6.

It can involve more than one organization.

Business process model is representation of business
process. There are a lot of way to represent business process
model. The business process model should have represent
the characteristic of business process. Therefor there are a
lot of model which is used for represent business process
model like Unified Modeling Language (UML), Causal Net,
Business BPEL, Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN), EPC, PNML, etc. but each type of model has
different characteristic for example Petri Net use token to
connect the activity in business process model but in Causal
Net the activity can be connected directly.
B. Critical Path Method (CPM)
Critical path method (CPM) is a method to calculate
total duration of process model. Critical path is the longest
path from a process model. CPM is needed to discover
critical path of a process model. The transformation of
critical path gives big impact to total duration of the process
model. If an activity is late, then the whole process is late
too. In contrast, if an activity is faster than usual, then the
whole process is faster than usual too. Therefore, the
information about critical path is really urgent. CPM is
frequently used in business process optimization.
One of CPM’s techniques is crash duration. Crash
duration is a technique to crash activity’s time and cost
using linear modelling. Crash duration is used to get the
smallest duration of business process. Resource allocation

log does not represent data which can use to crashing
project, therefore this paper represents a method to calculate
data from single timestamp event log which is used to
crashing project.
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from a non-critical path to the critical path can fasten the
duration of business process. However, this action affects
the quality of produced product.

All off activity in process business should have the two
type of time and two type of cost. Single time-stamp event
log does not know the normal duration, crash duration, and
crash cost of each activity. Therefore this paper proposed
some method to calculate optimization data which is
needed.
a. Calculate Normal Duration and Normal Cost
Determining the duration of the normal and the normal
cost of each activity is taken by averaging each of the
duration and cost of the activity in each case exist in the
event log. Duration of activity in each case is taken
from average of execution duration of each activity in
event log. The duration of the execution is obtained by
subtracting the output of the activity with the activity
(i.e. activity A has activity B as output then the duration
execution of A is execution time B subtracting with
execution time A).

C. Event Log
The starting point of analysis is an event log, which is
basically a set of process executions capturing the
different business activities. However, typical event log
will contain much more information, for instance
organizational information concerning the performers
of the different activities [9, 10]. Event log is divided
into three parts i.e. Case, Trace, and Activity.
 Case and Trace
A case is a record of events related to a single
executed process instance. Case can be described
as the production process of one stuff. Whereas
trace records sequence of events that belong to the
same case [11].
For example in event log:

if activityoutput = tru then ed = etactivityoutput - etactivity (1)

L = [<a, c, d>45, <b, c, d>42, <a, c, d>38, <b, c, e>22 ]

where the symbols in the above equations mean:
ed
: execution duration of activity
etactivityoutput : execution time of output activity
etactivity
: execution time of activity
After get all of duration execution of each activity in all
case in event log then average the duration execution
per activity.

In that event log:
1. Contains 4 trace .i.e. (a,c,d), (b,c,d), (a,c,d),
(b,c,e)
2. Contains 147 case .i.e. (a,c,d) executed 45
time, (b,c,d) 42 time, (a,c,e) 38 time, and
(b,c,e) 22 time.
 Activity
Activity is part of event log presenting sub of
production process of a stuff or certain production
process.
Example in event log in Equation 1, the event log
contains five activities i.e. {a, b, c, d, e}.
III.

where the symbols in the above equations mean:
dnact : normal duration of activity
edi : duration execution of activity in case i
m
: frequency of execution activity in event log
(case that contain activity)
After calculate the duration than calculate the normal
cost of each activity. Event log contain cost execution
of each activity in every case therefor to get the normal
cost of each activity this paper use average cost of
activity in each case.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Step in Calculate Optimization Data
Business process model optimization which use CPM
crashing project needs two type of time and two type of
cost. Type of time and cost which are need in project
crashing is:
 Normal Duration
The time which is required to complete an activity with
normal existing resources without additional cost other
in a project.
 Crash Duration
The time which is required to shorten the time duration
is shorter than the normal duration.
 Normal Cost
Costs which is incurred by project completion in
normal time.
 Crash Cost
Costs which is incurred by the completion of the project
within the period of duration of his crash. Cost after
crashing would be greater than the normal cost.

b.

where the symbols in the above equations mean:
cnact : normal cost of activity
costi : cost of activity in case i
Calculate Normal Cost and Crash Cost
Determining the crash time and crashes cost of each
activity are taken by reducing normal duration with
standard deviation of execution time from activity for
the crash time and added normal cost with a standard
deviation of the cost of each activity for crash cost.

B. Optimization Using Linear Programming
From the calculation of optimization data in III A, then
using linear programming optimize the data to get
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TABLE 2. EVENT LOG

minimum duration with minimum addition cost. The
step to use linear programming is like this following
step:
1. Calculate normal duration (tn) and minimum
duration (tm) of business process.
2. Find critical path from business process using
Critical Path Method.
3. Choose activity with the smallest crash cost from
the critical path.
4. Calculate maximum crash amount () of the chosen
activity.
5. Crash the chosen activity with the maximum crash
amount ().

i
t ni
tni’
tmi
k
k’

= ith activity
= normal duration of ith activity in critical path
= normal duration of ith activity in other path
= minimum duration of ith activity in critical path
= number of activies in critical path
= number of activies in every path except critical
path

6.
7.
8.

Update normal duration of the chosen activity.
Update normal duration of business process.
Update additional cost (z) by linear modelling.

Data in Table 1 and Table 2 does not has data which is
compatible to use optimation using CPM project crashing
threfore we use Equation 1, 2, and 3 to get the optimization
data. Data which is produced using Equation 1, 2, and 3 is
like Table 3.
TABLE 3. EVENT LOG

After using time prediction to the process model, the
model is ready to be discovered using the proposed
optimization method. The process model is shown on Fig 1.

Constraint:

9.

Do step 1-8 until reaching the minimum duration.
IV.

EVALUATION

The experiment uses graph model as the following:
TABLE 1. INPUT OUTPUT GRAPH

Input
A
D
E, B

Split or Join
OR Split
OR Join

Output
D, B
E
C

Graph in Table 1 which is shown in Fig 1 has event log as
the following:

Fig 1. Process Model.

The process model is optimized in 4 iterations. The first
iteration to optimization is described as follows:
1. Calculating normal duration (tn) and minimum
duration (tm) of the process model.
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The critical path founded by CPM is described on
Fig 2. The critical path consists of 4 activities, i.e.
A, D, E, and C. The accumulated normal duration
is 5.5. The accumulated minimum duration is 3.22.

optimized as second iteration. The optimization is described
as follows:
2.

The critical path founded by CPM is described on
Fig 4. The critical path is the path with big arrows.
The critical path consists of 4 activities, i.e. A, D,
E, and C. The critical path duration is 4.44.

Fig 2. The critical path on the first iteration.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

The critical path founded by CPM is described on
Fig 2. The critical path is the path with big arrows.
The critical path duration is 5.5.
The activity from the critical path with the smallest
crash cost and its normal duration is not equal with
its minimum duration is D. The crash cost is
273.39.
The maximum crash amount by Equation 4 is 1.61
– 0.55 = 1.06.
The maximum crash amount from Step 4 is 1.06.
This value is complied with the Equation 5.
Therefore, the normal duration of activity D is 1.61
– 1.06 = 0.55.
The normal duration of activity D is shown on Fig
3.

Fig 4. The critical path on the second iteration.

3.
4.
5.

6.

The activity from the critical path with the smallest
crash cost and its normal duration is not equal with
its minimum duration is C. The crash cost is 585.8.
The maximum crash amount by Equation 4 is 1.43
– 0.82 = 0.61.
The maximum crash amount from Step 4 is 0.61.
This value is complied with the Equation 5.
Therefore, the normal duration of activity C is 1.43
– 0.61 = 0.82.
The normal duration of activity C is shown on Fig
5.

Fig 5. The transformation of activity C normal duration.

7.
8.

Fig 3. The transformation of activity D normal duration.

7.
8.

The normal duration of process model (tn) is 4.44.
The additional cost (z) by linear modelling is
288.67.

The normal duration of process model (tn) is 3.83.
The additional cost (z) by linear modelling is
355.9.

After second iteration of optimization, normal duration
of the process model is not reaching minimum duration yet.
Therefore, the resulted process model in second iteration is
re-optimized as third iteration. The optimization is described
as follows:

After first iteration of optimization, normal duration of
the process model is not reaching minimum duration yet.
Therefore, the resulted process model in first iteration is re-
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2.

The critical path founded by CPM is described on
Fig 6. The critical path is the path with big arrows.
The critical path consists of 4 activities, i.e. A, D,
E, and C. The critical path duration is 3.83.

2.

The critical path founded by CPM is described on
Fig 6. The critical path is the path with big arrows.
The critical path consists of 4 activities, i.e. A, D,
E, and C. The critical path duration is 3.41.

Fig 6. The critical path on the third iteration.

Fig 8. The critical path on the fourth iteration.

3.

3.

4.
5.

6.

The activity from the critical path with the smallest
crash cost and its normal duration is not equal with
its minimum duration is A. The crash cost is
951.89.
The maximum crash amount by Equation 4 is 0.57
– 0.15 = 0.42.
The maximum crash amount from Step 4 is 0.42.
This value is complied with the Equation 5.
Therefore, the normal duration of activity A is 1.43
– 0.42 = 0.15.
The normal duration of activity A is shown on Fig
7.

4.
5.

6.

The activity from the critical path with the smallest
crash cost and its normal duration is not equal with
its minimum duration is E. The crash cost is 4500.
The maximum crash amount by Equation 4 is 1.89
– 1.7 = 0.19.
The maximum crash amount from Step 4 is 0.19.
This value is complied with the Equation 5.
Therefore, the normal duration of activity E is 1.89
– 0.19 = 1.7.
The normal duration of activity E is shown on Fig
9.

Fig 9. The transformation of activity E normal duration.
Fig 7. The transformation of activity A normal duration.

7.
8.

7.
8.

The normal duration of process model (tn) is 3.41.
The additional cost (z) by linear modelling is
394.5.

The normal duration of process model (tn) is 3.22.
The additional cost (z) by linear modelling is
866.03.

After four iterations, normal duration of process model is
reaching its minimum duration. Therefore, optimization
process is stopped. The four iterations of optimization
process of process model on Fig 1 is written in Table 4.
Activity B is not contain in Table 4 because when the trace
choose activity B or D which will be used in process, the

After third iteration of optimization, normal duration of
the process model is not reaching minimum duration yet.
Therefore, the resulted process model in third iteration is reoptimized as fourth iteration. The optimization is described
as follows:
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[9]

trace choose activity D because it will make more optimize
duration with more optimize addition cost.
TABLE 4. FOUR ITERATIONS OF PROCESS MODEL

[10] van der Aalst, W. M. P. Process Mining - Discovery, Conformance
and Enhancement of Business Processes, Netherlands: Springer, pp.
95-125, 2011.
[11] W. v. d. Aalst, "Process-Aware Information Systems: Lessons to be
Learned from Process Mining," Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, p. 2

OPTIMIZATION

Iteration

Activity

1
2
3
4

D
C
A
E
Result

Normal
Time
1.61
1.43
0.57
1.89
5.5

Crash
Time
1.06
0.61
0.42
0.19
2.28

Crash Cost
Total
288.6698
355.8984
394.4892
866.0295
1905.0869

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the way to calculate optimization
data in single timestamp event log which is used to speeding
up duration of process business. Data which can be
calculated using this method is normal duration, crash
duration, normal cost, and crash cost. The normal duration
and cost is calculated by averaging duration of each activity
in event log and for crash duration and cost is calculated by
reduce and add normal duration and cost with standard
deviation. Then after get all of data linear programming
CPM crashing project is used to get minimum duration and
minimum additional cost.
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